Curious about Accenture?  
This is what some of our analysts had to say…

So, what do you study before joining Accenture?  
Jamie: So at university I studied Marketing and Media  
Nisha: I studied a Bachelor of Economics  
Tim: IT at Monash University  
Nigel: Commerce  
Nick: A Bachelor of Arts majoring in Philosophy  
Louis: Information Technology at RMIT University  
Issy: And a Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

What do you actually do at work?  
Tim: I’ve had a bunch of different types of roles since I’ve been at Accenture, ranging from data migration to software testing to change management and OCM type roles.  
Nisha: We specialize in the finance function. We’re trying to help businesses move into the future of finance.  
Jamie: I’ve won quite a lot of work through my team with the health and public section clients. It makes me feel like I’m having a meaningful impact to my community, the wider communities.  
Issy: Digital transformation is what we mostly do, servicing the designers as well as the developers and how they all come together to create the product.

How would you describe Accenture?  
Yasoda: I would describe Accenture as being diverse.  
Tim: A loving, caring place where you can be yourself.  
Jay: I would describe Accenture as technology.  
Sunny: Innovative and human centered.  
Hannah: I would describe it as change driven.  
Jamie: Diverse, rich and exciting.

What do you love about your job?  
Issy: The thing I most love about Accenture is the breath of opportunities and the awesome people you get to work with.  
Louis: I’m able to partake in initiatives that are outside of my project work, such as welcoming new joiners or even just doing volunteering.  
Sunny: I love that Accenture is not afraid to embrace change in all it’s forms.  
Tim: At Accenture, I feel completely accepted for who I am. I feel I can bring all aspects of myself into my work and express myself how I feel is genuine for me.
Anything else we should know?

Jamie: If you have the choice to go for Accenture, I highly encourage you to take it. The doors that opened, the people that you work with, culturally, in terms of its global presence, I think it’s one of the best choices you could make.

Nisha: Get connected. Don’t be afraid.

Louis: Show passion in the projects that you do.

Tim: You will learn so much here at Accenture and be embraced for you who you actually are.

Issy: Everyone’s got a key calling that they can apply. So what’s yours? And bring it to the table and show why you shine.